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The present invention relates to improvements 
in means for reducing and limiting interfering 
pulsations in electrical circuits through which 
electrical energy is being transmitted in useful 

.5 form and especially to apparatus and methods 
adapted to reduce the in?uence of atmospheric 
devices originating externally of the device and 
is a continuation'in part of the invention dis 
closed in my co-pending application, Serial No. 

10 320,849,.?led Nov. 21, 1928, which, in turn, is a 
division of my application, Serial No. 74,087, ?led 
Dec. 8, 1925, upon which Patent No. 1,814,051 
dated July 14, 1931 has issued. This application 
and co-pending application, Serial No. 492,054 

.15 ?led October 29, 1930, relate to the same generic 
invention, each being intended to cover diiferent 
modi?cations thereof. - ‘ 

As is well known, when electrical disturbances 
are in evidence during‘radio-reception, they take 

20 the form of audible noises which often completely 
submerge all other reproduced sounds. The origin 
of such disturbances cannot be readily controlled 
nor their arrival at the antenna prevented. Hence 
the place where their effects may be decreased is 

25 con?ned to the‘vicinity of the receiving system 
itself. To reduce or substantially eliminate the 
effects of the oscillations, by which such dis 
turbances are produced, requires that such oscil 
lations be so far as possible nulli?ed and one 

30 method of accomplishing this purpose is to re~ 
duce the ratio of the energy due ‘to disturbing 
oscillations to the'energy due to the desired or 
signal oscillations. It is, therefore, the object of 
the present invention to provide a method and 

" apparatus so designed that the effects of electrical 
disturbances can be controlled and largely reduced 
without unduly affecting the quality of reception 
of desired signals, thus permitting the reception 
of signals with great deal more clarity and sub 
stantially as great intensity as when no dis 
turbances are present. " 

Another object is to provide an improved 
method and device for differentiating in electrical 
circuits between impulses of electrical energy‘ of 
different amplitudes, the higher amplitude waves 
being damped as, for example,‘ atmospheric 
static or other similar elect‘riddisturbances and 
the lower amplitude wave being the desired 
signal wave. . l 

. A further object of the invention is to provide 
a method and apparatus» that will enable the 
electrical disturbances to be divided into com 
ponents and so controlled that the divided com; 
ponents oppose each other in such a ratio that the 
components’ of the low amplitude: signal waves 
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will oppose each other to only a slight extent while 
the components of the high amplitude impulse 
waves will oppose each other to such an extent 
as to completely neutralize each other when the 
amplitude of said high impulse waves is a maxi- 59 
mum. > 

Another object of the invention is to provide 
a method and apparatus by which the effects of 
electrical disturbances may be substantially re 
duced to a point where they are no longer trouble 
some and which can be operated in connection 
with an ordinary receiving system in either radio 
or telephone line communication. The apparatus 
in this respect, including appliances, may be dis 
posed either between the receiving system and the 70 
input thereto or connected into the circuit of the 
receiving system between the output‘ of the system 
and the sound reproducing device or it may be 
applied directly to the sound reproducing device 
itself. ‘ l > 

Other objects and advantages of the invention 
will appear more fully hereinafter from the fol 
lowing detailed description taken‘ together with 
the accompanying ‘drawings, in ‘which: 

Fig. 1 is a schematic wiring diagram illustrating 
the basic arrangement for carrying out my in 
vention; ‘ ' 

Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a speci?c em 
bodiment for carrying out my invention; ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a graphic representation of the opera 
tion of the system disclosed in Fig. 2; > ‘ 

Fig. 4 is a modi?ed embodiment of the syste 
of my invention; ' 

Fig. 5 illustrates another embodiment in which 
the principle of the invention is applied directly 
to an electrodynamic sound reproducer; and 

Fig. 6 is a detail View of an electrodynamic 
sound reproducer showing the relation of the 
energizing coils with respect‘ to the acoustic dia 
phragm. ‘ ' V “ 

Referring to Fig. 1, there is shown a system 
comprising two paths which present to currents 
?owing therethrough impedances Z1 and Z2, re 
spectively. Four transformers P, P’, P1 and P1’ 
couple the two paths to common input and out- 100 
put circuitsthe secondary windings oftransform-v 
ers P1 and P1’ being connected in opposition as 
indicated. A source of wave energy ‘G is con 
nected in series with the primary windings of _ 
transformers P and P’. The output terminals X 105 
and Y may be connected to any circuit or trans 
lating device. ' ' . Y 

The impedance devices Z1. and Z2‘ each may have 
anyone of threepossible characteristics. They 
may favor the undesirable high amplitude waves 110 
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2 
by presenting much less impedance to such waves 
than to low amplitude signal waves. They may 
favor the low amplitude signal waves by present~ 
ing much less impedance to them than the high 
amplitude waves, or they may have a straight 
line characteristic favoring neither high nor low 
amplitude waves, the current merely being pro 
portional to the applied voltage. This will be 
more clear as the description proceeds. 

Referring to Fig. 2, the terminals 1 and 2 may 
be connected to antenna and ground, respectively, 
or to any other source of signal energy. A trans 
former 5 has its primary 6 connected to the ter 
minals 1 and 2 and the secondary 7 is connected 
to two paths comprising, in one case resistance R 
and primary 9 of transformer 8 and, in the other 
case, two groups, A and B, of rectifying devices 
13 and 14 and another primary 10 of transformer 
8. The recti?er elements 13 of group A are ar~ 
ranged in opposed relation to the recti?er ele 
ments 14 of group B and, in this instance, are pro 
vided for use as asymmetrical impedance devices 
rather than as recti?ers. The primaries 9 and 10 
of the transformer 8 are arranged in opposed re 

" lation so that the energy in the path including 
the resistance R opposes the energy in the path 
including the rectifying elements 13 and 14. The 
secondary 11 of the transformer 8 is connected to 
the output terminals 3 and 4. It will be noted 
that when the primary 6 becomes energized, the 
corresppnding voltages are produced across the 
secondary '1 and for one-half cycle of the incom 
ing wave, for example, when the upper terminal 
of the secondary ‘7 is positive, current will flow 
through the junction point 7a where it divides, 
part of it going through resistance R, primary 9 
and back to the other terminal of the secondary 
'7. The other portion of the current will ?ow from 
the junction 7a through the rectifying elements 
13, through primary 10 in opposed relation to the 
current in primary 9 and back to the transformer 
secondary 7. In the second half cycle of the 
wave, when the upper terminal of the sec 
ondary 7 is negative, current ?ows through 
the resistance R and primary 9 as before 
except in the reverse direction and the other 
portion of the circuit now flows through pri 
mary 10 in opposition to the current in primary 
9, through the rectifying elements 14 and back to 
the secondary '7. In this way, both halves of the 
incoming waves are acted upon. 

Referring to Fig. 3, which graphically illus 
trates the relation of the currents in the paths of 
primaries 9 and 10 of Fig. 2, the curve IA represents 
the current ?owing through the rectifier elements 
13 for various values of voltage E. The curve In 
is symmetrical with the curve IA and indicates the 
current passing through the recti?er elements 
14 and is illustrated in Fig. 3 below the voltage 
axis. The curve In, on the other hand, is a straight 
line showing the linear variation of current when 
the voltage of the current is opposite to the cur 
rents in either of the rectifiers, because of the op 
posed relation of the windings 9 and 10. The path 
through the recti?ers then favors the high ampli 
tude waves while the path through the resistance 
is impartial. 

It will be noted that parts of the curves IA and 
In extend beyond the origin in a negative direc 
tion from the origin and the resultant current is 
illustrated by the curve IA+B. 
To make clear the operation of the circuit of 

Fig. 2, the signal waves have been shown as hav 
ing a value s as compared to the high impulse 
waves, such as atmospheric static, having a value 
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c. It will be noted that when the high impulse 
Waves have a value equal to c, the current in the 
path of the rectifying elements is exactly equal 
but opposite to the current in the path of the 
resistor R, as indicated by the points a and a’ re 
spectively, the resultant output in secondary 11 
being zero. If the voltage of the high impulse 
wave is half the value as indicated by the point 
g, the resultant output in transformer 11 will be 
reduced to 50% of the input, as illustrated by the 
point h on the curve IA+B~IR. For the low ampli 
tude signal waves, the voltage of which has been 
assumed to be of a value c, the resultant output 
of secondary 11 is approximately 80% of the in 
put as illustrated by the point f on the curve 
IA+B_IR. It will, therefore, be noted that the high 
impulse waves will be substantially reduced or 
practically neutralized while the low amplitude 
signal waves are permitted to pass through to the 
extent of approximately 80% or more. The same 
results are, of course, obtained on both halves of 
the wave, as illustrated in the left portion of the 
diagram of Fig. 3. 
The rectifying elements 13 and 14 may be car 

borundum crystals provided with proper bias or 
may be recti?ers of the dry-contact or metallic 
oxide type. The characteristic curves IA and In 
may be varied by varying the contact pressure be 
tween the recti?er elements or varying the num 
ber of units for each of the groups A and B or 
varying the area of contact between each pair 
of members of the recti?er elements. The re 
sistor R is made adjustable in order that the 
point a’ on the curve In may be adjusted to cor 
respond to the point a on the curve IA+B for 
various values of the input voltage. By adjusting 
the rectifier elements and the resistor R, the char 
acteristics of each may be so modi?ed that the re 
verse action may take place, that is, the low am 
plitude waves may be made to substantially neu 
tralize each other while the high amplitude im 
pulses may be permitted to pass through the sys 
tem. Furthermore the system illustrated in Fig. 
2 may be operated either with terminals 1 and 2 
as the input and terminals 3 and 4 as the output 
or vice versa. The same results will be obtained 
in either case. 

Fig. 4 illustrates a modi?cation in which the 
input terminals 27 and 28 are connected to a pair 
of primaries 31 and 32 connected in series op 
posed relation on the cores 33 and 34, respec 
tively. In this instance, a secondary 35 is wound 
on the same core 33 with primary 31 and the 
secondary 36 is wound on the same core 34.- with 
the primary 32. 
The secondary 35 provides one path through a 

circuit including the primary 31’ which is wound 
on core 33’ and secondary 36 provides a second 
path through a circuit including the primary 32' 
which is wound on a core 34’. The secondaries 
35’ and 36' are wound on the same cores with 
primaries 31’ and 32' respectively and in series 
opposed relation to each other as indicated by 
the arrows. They constitute the output circuit 
of the system and are connected to the output 
terminals 29 and 30. Two groups of recti?ers A 
and B are connected in shunt relation with sec 
ondary 35 and primary 31’ while two similar 
groups A’ and B’ are connected in series with 
secondary 36 and primary 32’. The circuit of 
secondary 35 with groups A and B in‘shunt there 
with o?’ers a higher impedance to high ampli- 
tude impulses than the circuit of secondary 36 
which is in series with groups A’ and B’. In 
order that the relative gain of the output trans- .. 
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formers may be varied, windings 32" and 36? are 
arranged so that their coupling may‘ be ‘varied, 
as indicated byrthe arrow. The reason for this 
will appear presently. Obviously the gain of the 
output transformers may be varied in other (ways, 
such as by means of tapped windings, poten 
tiometers across the windings, etc.‘ 

If‘we assume that the path through recti?ers 
A and B favors signal currents over high ampli 
tude currents in the ratio 2 to I, that the path 
through recti?ers A’ and B’ favors high ampli 
tude currents over signal currents in the‘ratio 
2 to 1, and that transformer 3l'-35’ has a step 
up ratio of 2 to 1, the‘coupling of transformer 
32'—36’ necessary to balance out the high am 
plitude currents may be readily determined. For 
example, if the incoming wave comprises 10 units 
of signal waves and 40 units of high‘ impulse 
waves, then assuming that 5 units of signal waves 
and 10 units of high impulse waves appear in 
primary 31’, 10 units and 20 units respectively 
will appear in secondary 35’. Now if 2%; and 
20 units respectively of signal and high ampli 
tudewaves appear in primary 32', then the 'cou— 

c pling of windings 32’—34' must be such that a 
ratio of 1 to 1 is obtained, thus balancing out the 
high amplitude waves and giving a resultant of 
71/2 units of signal waves in the output circuit. 
In Fig. 5 is shown a modi?cation in which a 

primary 39 is connected to the input terminals 
37 and 38 and is wound on a'core 40 with a sec 
ondary 41 mounted on the same core. The out 
put of the secondary is divided into-two paths in 
the same‘manner as in Fig. 1 but, in this instance, 

:5 the circuit is arranged to actuate an electro~ 
dynamic loud speaker having movable coils M1 
and M2 which are adapted to actuate an acoustic 
diaphragm and are arranged in opposed relation 

' similarly as the primaries 9 and 10 in Fig. l and 
are connected so that the coil M1 is in the path 
of resistor Rwhile the coil M2 is in the‘ path of. 
the rectifier groupsiA and B. The sound repro 
ducer is provided with'the usual ?eld coil 46 

‘ energized by-a source of direct-current energy 

"a 
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47 and wound on the pole piece 43 of a magnet 
42 which is provided with additional pole pieces 
44 and 45 so that the like poles thereof are op 
posite each other and the armature coils M1 and 
M2 are located therebetween. 

Fig. 6 illustrates more clearly the arrangement 
of the coils Ml and M2 to cooperate with the acous 
tic diaphragm 48 and vshows, schematically a sec~ 
tion taken through the magnet 42 and through 
the armature coils M1, M2 and through the ?eld 

’ coil‘46. In this instance, when the high impulse 
waves are of su?icient value to cause equal cur 
rents to ?ow through coils M1 and M2, they will 
be substantially neutralized and, therefore, pro 
duce no action on the diaphragm 48, whereas the 
low amplitude signal waves will affect the dia 
phragm in proportion to their amplitudes as in 
dicated on the curve IA+B——IR. 

It will be noted that the systems of the present 
applications differentiate from the systems dis 

Eil closed in my c-o-pending application Serial No. 
320,849 hereinbefore mentioned in that the im 
pedance in the path provided to discriminate 
against the low amplitude waves is of a finite val 

, ue for waves of all amplitudes which may nor 
mally be introduced into the path while the im 
pedance of the corresponding path in the systems 
of the co-pending application becomes in?nite 
for certain amplitudes. 
While I have shown several modi?cations of my 

invention for purposes of illustration and de 

3 
scription and for explaining the operating prin 
ciples, other changes and modi?cations therein 
may be apparent to those skiled in the art and I, 
therefore, desire to be limited only by the scope 
of the appended claims. , - 

I claim: - 

1. In a device for discriminating between elec~ 
trical waves‘ of a given amplitude and impulse 
waves of a different amplitude, two electrical 
paths operative with respect to the source of said 
waves, an impedance device associated with each 
of said paths, the impedance of ‘the device of 
one of said paths adapted to vary in relation to 
the energy in said patiriwhile the impedance of 
the other device remains constant, the impedance 
of both of said devices being of ?nite values to all 
Waves derived from said source, and a system as 
soeiated‘with both paths for combining vthe en 
ergy from said paths. 

2. In a device for discriminating between elec 
trical waves of a given amplitude and impulse 
waves of a diiierent amplitude, two electrical 
paths operative with respect to the source of 
said waves, an impedance device in each of said 
paths, the impedance of the device of "one of said 
paths varying in relation to the amount of ener 
gy associated with its path, while the impedance 
of the device of the other path remains substan 
tially constant, the impedance of both of said 
devices being of ?nite values to all waves derived 
from said source, and a system associated ‘with 
both paths for combining the waves of said paths 
in opposed relation. 

3. In a device for discriminating between elec 
trical waves of a given amplitude and impulse 
waves of a different amplitude, two electrical 
paths operative with respect to the source of said 
waves, one of which has associated therewith 
a symmetrical impedance device, the other of 
which has associated therewith a pair of asym 
metrical impedance devices in reverse relation, 
and a system associated with both paths for com 
bining the energy of said paths. 

4. In a device for discriminating between elec— 
trical waves of a given amplitude and impulse 
waves of a di?erent amplitude, two electrical 
paths operative with respect to the source of said 
waves, one of which has associated therewith a 
symmetrical impedance device, the' other of 
which includes a group of asymmetrical imped 
ance devices, and a‘ system associated with both 
for combining the energy of said paths in op 
posed relation. ’ 

5. In a device for discriminating between elec 
trical waves of a given amplitude and impulse 
waves of, a diiierent amplitude two electrical 
paths operative with respect to the source of said 
waves, one‘ of which includes a symmetrical im 
pedance device, the other of which includes a 
pair of groups of asymmetrical impedance devices 
arranged so that one group operates on one-‘half 
cycle of said waves and the other group on the 
other half cycle of said waves, and a system as 
sociated with both paths for combining the en 
ergy of said paths in opposed relation. 

6. In a device for discriminating between elec 
trical waves of a given amplitude and impulse 
waves of a different amplitude, two electrical 
paths operative with respect to the source of said 
waves, one of said paths including a resistor, the 
other of said paths including two groups of recti 
fying devices arranged to operate on both halves 
of said waves, and an output circuit inductively 
related to both paths for combining the energy 
from said paths. 
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7. In a device for discriminating between elec 

trical waves of a given amplitude and impulse 
waves of a different amplitude, two electrical 
paths operative with respect to the source of said 
waves, one of said paths including a resistor and 
a primary winding of a transformer, the other 
of said paths including two groups of rectifying 
elements arranged to operate on both halves of 
said waves and a second primary of said trans 
former, said primaries being arranged so that 
the energy from said paths will be combined in 
the secondary of said transformer. 

8. In a device for discriminating between elec— 
trical waves of a given amplitude and impulse 
waves of a different amplitude, two electrical 
paths operative with respect to the source of said 
waves, one of said paths including a resistor and 
a primary winding of a transformer, the other of 
said paths including two groups of rectifying ele 
ments arranged to operate on both halves of said 
waves and a mcond primary of said transformer, 
said primaries being arranged so that the energy 
from said paths will be combined in opposed re 
lation in the secondary of said transformer. 

9. In a device for discriminating between elec 
trical waves of different amplitudes, two electri 
cal paths operative with respect to the source of 
said waves, one of said paths including an im 
pedance system associated therewith, the ratio of 
output to input of one path increasing as the 
input Wave amplitude increases, and the ratio of 
output to input of the other path being at least 
as low for high amplitude input waves as for low 
amplitude input waves. 

10. In a device for discriminating between 
electrical waves of diiierent amplitudes, two elec 
trical paths operative with respect to the source 
of said waves, one of said paths including an im 
pedance system associated therewith, the ratio of 
output to input of one path increasing as the 
input wave amplitude increases, the ratio of out 
put to input of the other path being at least as 
low for high amplitude input waves as for low 
amplitude input waves, and a system associated 
with said paths for combining the energy from 
said paths. 

11. In a device for discriminating between elec 
trical waves of di?erent amplitudes, two electri 
cal paths operative with respect to the source of 
said waves, each of said paths including an im 
pedance system associated therewith, the ratio 
of output to input of one path decreasing and of 
the other path increasing as the input wave 
amplitude increases. 

12. In a device for discriminating between 
electrical waves of different amplitudes, two elec 
trical paths operative with respect to the source 
of said waves, each of said paths including an 
impedance system associated therewith, the ratio 
of output to input of one path decreasing and of 
the other path increasing as the input wave am 
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plitude increases, and a system associated with 
said paths for combining the energy from said 
paths. _ 

13. The method of discriminating between 
electrical waves of different amplitudes which 
comprises dividing each wave into at least two 
portions, operating upon one portion to produce 
increasing output to input ratio thereof with in 
creasing input wave amplitude, operating upon 
the other portion to maintain the output to input 
ratio thereof at least as low for high amplitude 
input waves as for low amplitude input waves, 
and recombining said portions so as to neutralize 
the effects of one portion. 

14. The method of discriminating between elec 
trical waves of different amplitudes, which com 
prises dividing each wave into at least two por 
tions, operating upon one portion to increase and 
upon the other to decrease the output to input 
ratio thereof with increasing input wave ampli 
tude, and recombining said portions so as to neu 
tralize the effects of one portion. 

15. In a device for separating desired from un 
desired oscillations, a plurality of coils in opposed 
relation, an output circuit operatively associated 
with said coils, a. symmetrical impedance device 
associated with one coil for causing it to present 
constant impedance to energy therein, and asym 
metrical impedance devices associated with an 
other coil for varying the impedance thereof to 
energy therein, the impedance of all of said de 
vices being of ?nite values to all waves. 

16. In a device for separating desired from un 
desired oscillations, a plurality of coils in opposed 
relation, an output circuit operatively associated 
with said coils, a symmetrical impedance device 
associated with one coil for causing it to present 
constant impedance to energy therein, and a pair 
of oppositely disposed asymmetrical devices asso 
ciated with another coil for varying the im 
pedance thereof to both half cycles of energy 
waves therein, the impedance of all of said de 
vices being of finite values to all waves. 

17. In a device for separating desired from un— 
desired oscillations, a plurality of coils in opposed 
relation, an output circuit operatively associated 
with said coils, a resistor associated with one coil 
for causing it to present constant impedance to 
energy therein, and groups of rectifying devices 
associated with another coil for varying the im 
pedance thereof to energy therein, the impedance 
of said resistor and of all of said devices being 
of ?nite values to all waves. 

18. The method of separating desired from un 
desired oscillations which comprises operating a 
pair of coils in opposed relation to each other so 
that one presents ?nite constant impedance to 
energy therein while the other presents ?nite 
varying impedance to energy therein. 
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